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October 12, 2020
East Liberty Development, Inc.
100 N. Sheridan Ave., 4th floor
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Attention:

Mr. Skip Schwab, Deputy Director

Subject:

LIMITED CONDITION ASSESSMENT SERVICES
Saints Peter and Paul Roman Catholic Church
130 Larimer Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Robison Building Analysis Project No. 2020.151

Robison Building Analysis, LLC (RBA) is pleased to provide this report to East Liberty
Development, Inc. (ELDI) for limited condition assessment services at the former Saints Peter
and Paul Church at 130 Larimer Ave. Mr. Elwin C. Robison of RBA conducted the site visit on
September 23, 2020. This report is based on visual observations made during that site visit. Only
accessible areas of the church were observed. RBA’s services did not include sampling, material
testing, or calculations.
In discussions with ELDI, RBA understands that potential reuse of the church would leave
interiors primarily as-is, with limited repairs to finishes. Cost estimates in this report are based on
only addressing basic structure. Other building elements, such as heating and air conditioning,
are not considered in this report.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Saints Peter and Paul Church Roman Catholic Church was constructed in 1891 and is a
designated historic landmark of the Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation. It has been
vacant for about a decade. The building has multi-wythe brick load-bearing walls and stone piers.
The flooring is supported by a combination of wood joists and steel beams. At some point in the
more recent past, a cement parging imprinted with the shape of quarry-faced stone was installed
on the exterior walls. Most interior furniture, plumbing, and lighting was removed by the diocese
when the church was deaccessioned, and vandals have removed most other elements of value.
An engineering survey was conducted in 2013 by Conway Engineering which reported that
structural support members are in good condition and capable to supporting a 100 psf live load.
Walls were observed to be “straight with no major cracks.”
RBA understands that efforts have been made to redevelop the church but that to date no
developers have opted to commit to a project. As the previous condition assessment was
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completed seven years ago and was somewhat cursory, ELDI has requested RBA’s services in
developing a more in depth condition assessment to guide decisions on future development plans
for the property.
Figure 1
A view of the Saints Peter & Paul Church.

DESCRIPTION
The Saints Peter & Paul church is a neo-Gothic church with a twin-tower façade. The footprint of
the church is approximately 165 feet long and 70 feet wide. The two towers are approximately
150 feet high to the point of the spires. The façade with the twin towers faces to the north.
The interior of the church consists of a nave with a span of approximately 40 feet and two side
aisles about 12 feet wide. An arcade of five columns divides the nave from the aisles. Holes in
the flooring reveal that there is a shallow crawl space underneath the nave. An area of floor on
the east side of the nave and aisle has been damaged by fire. The apse is raised above the floor of
the nave by three steps. Remnants of the main altar are still present in the church.
Two sacristies flank the apse. The east sacristy originally had steps leading down to a basement
level where it is presumed that the original heating plant was located. The steps are no longer
present and this area of the building was not entered.
The north end of the church has an entry vestibule with a small chapel located to the west,
appended to the west tower. Above the entry is an organ loft. A stair in the east tower provides
access to the organ loft. Remnants of a pipe organ remain in the loft. A series of stairs provides
access to the west tower.
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Figure 2
A view of the nave of the Saints Peter & Paul
church looking to the north.

OBSERVATIONS
STONE FOUNDATION
The stone units of the foundation have a quarry-faced finish with tooled corners. The stone has
been painted in the past, with paint peeling from the stone surface. Ventilation/access openings
are located on the east and west foundations of the church. These originally had grates or screens
to keep out vermin and vandals, but currently the grates are missing. No significant deflection or
cracking was observed in the foundation.
Figure 3
A view of the stone foundation supporting the
east tower.
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NAVE AND AISLE WALLS
The nave and aisle walls of the church are formed with brick covered with a cement parging
stamped to look like a quarry-faced stone at some point following the original construction. The
cement parging has spalled and fallen off approximately 30% of the exterior surface of the walls.
The loss of parging is more pronounced on the west elevation of the church, and is concentrated
at roof eaves and projections. While the east elevation retains about half of the cement parging in
the region of the clerestory, the west elevation has lost all of its parging in the clerestory. The
cement parging is relatively thin, varying between 3/8 and ½ inch in observed locations.
Figure 4
A view of the east elevation of the church.

Figure 5
A view of the west elevation of the church.

Regions of the brick walls show staining characteristic of water infiltration. These areas are most
often found immediately under the nave roof eave where a recessed gutter is located.
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Figure 6
A detail of the east clerestory showing an
area of stained masonry typical of areas of
water infiltration.

Where accessible, it was observed that the condition of the brick and mortar in areas of failed
cement parging varied. It some locations the mortar had weathered back leaving the brick
standing proud from the mortar joint. In other regions the mortar in the joints were sound,
although the surface of the joint was not well-tooled and compressed.
Figure 7
An area of the west clerestory where cement
parging has failed and mortar joints are
highly eroded.
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Figure 8
An area of the west clerestory where cement
parging has failed and mortar joints are flush
with the brick surface. However, the mortar
joint has not been well-tooled and compacted.

It was possible to observe the cross section of the brick walls in the west sacristy where vandals
have pulled away masonry to gain access to the church interior. The walls are constructed with a
‘header gap,’ meaning that the three-wythe wall has the inner wythe separated from the outer two
wythes with an air gap. Occasional header brick bridge between the gap, stabilizing the inner
wythe. This type of construction provides a visually thick wall with less expense. RBA does not
know the extent of the use of the ‘header gap’ brick wall construction, but assumes that is used for
the wall sections between the projecting buttresses.
Figure 9
A cross section view of a brick wall in the
west sacristy.

Cracks
Relatively few cracks were observed in the nave and aisle walls. The only significant crack was
observed on the west elevation where the nave meets the apse. No out-of-plane movement was
observed at this crack.
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Figure 10
A detail showing a vertical crack where the
west elevation of the nave meets the apse.

WINDOWS
There are 12 clerestory stained glass windows and 12 larger stained glass windows in the aisles.
A large stained glass rose window is centered on the façade, supplemented by smaller lancet
windows in the towers and apse.

Clerestory Windows
Clerestory windows on the west elevation were observed directly from the roof, while clerestory
windows on the east elevation were observed using telephoto photography. The clerestory
windows have masonry tracery concentrated in the upper pointed portion of the opening and a
dividing support in the center. Small steel angles (armatures) support the glazing in the larger
openings in the tracery. The condition of the tracery is better on the east clerestory windows,
while on the west the masonry units of the tracery have failed and open mortar joints. Sealant has
been applied to the joints and glazing putty has weathered and failed.
.

Figure 11
A view of a clerestory window on the east
elevation.
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Figure 12
A detail showing the tracery on a clerestory
window on the west elevation.

Protective glazing has been installed outboard of the stained glass. This protective glazing is
broken in many locations, presumably saving the stained glass from further damage. At the base
of the windows, the failed glazing putty typically has left pockets which collect water.
Figure 13
A detail showing broken protective glazing
and failed glazing putty which has left a pocket
to collect water.

While the masonry tracery is generally intact, some hairline cracks suggest that internal metal
pins may be corroding and expanding. It is assumed that the tracery is formed of precast concrete
units with internal steel reinforcement. Installation of protective glazing outboard of the tracery
will protect the tracery from moisture and slow the process of corrosion.
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Figure 14
A
detail
showing
cracked
tracery,
characteristic of corrosion and expansion of
internal reinforcement.

Aisle Windows
The aisle windows are about three times the area of the clerestory windows. Rather than use
masonry tracery, the aisle windows have wood tracery. Aisle windows on the west elevation are
covered with wood panels and could not be directly observed except where wood panels were
missing. Where observed, the wood tracery has failing paint and is open to the weather. Aisle
windows on the west elevation have numerous holes in the glazing, likely due to rocks thrown at
the windows. Dark soot from interior fires in the past obscure the windows, so that only major
damage is visible.
Figure 15
A view of an aisle window on the west
elevation showing the protective wood panels
and wood tracery.

Aisle windows on the east elevation have protective glazing installed which is largely intact.
Wood panels are installed on the lowest section of protective glazing, presumable in response to
vandalism. On the interior wood panels with through bolts are present, suggesting that the lowest
panel of stained glass is either missing or heavily damaged. In contrast, the upper area of the east
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aisle windows has intact protective glazing. The protective glazing has been effective in limiting
damage to the east windows by vandals.

Figure 16
A view of an aisle window on the east
elevation showing the protective wood panels
and through bolts.

West Chapel Windows
The west chapel windows have colored glazing in the quatrefoil tracery and clear or missing
glazing below. Tracery is wood and the condition on the exterior is unknown due to the
protective wood panels.
Figure 17
A view of the west chapel windows.

Windows in the towers typically have clear glazing and wood tracery. Windows in the sacristies
are generally missing, as they have been used as entry points by vandals.

ROOF STRUCTURE
The structure of the nave roof was not accessible and could not be viewed directly. However, the
aisle roof can be viewed at the roof eave and above the missing plaster vaults. The roof is a
concrete slab with some spalling of concrete at the eaves. Exposed steel reinforcement will
continue to expand and spall additional concrete as long as it is exposed to weathering.
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Figure 18
A view spalled concrete on the eave of the west
aisle roof.

ROOFING

Nave Roof
The nave roof is slate and is generally in good condition. No broken or missing slates were
observed. There have been slates replaced in areas where ice and snow are likely to accumulate,
but the repairs are sound.
Figure 19
A view of the west side of the nave roof.
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Figure 20
A view of replaced slates on the west face of
the nave roof where it intersects the façade.

Aisle Roofs
The aisle roofs were re-roofed with asphalt shingles in recent years. The shingles are an
‘architectural grade.’ The expected service life depends upon the grade of architectural shingle. It
is recommended that documentation of the shingle installation be reviewed in order to determine
their expected service life and plan for replacement.
Flashing at the top of the slope of the asphalt shingles consists of aluminum sheet with a bent top
edge to form a pocket with silicone sealant installed. While most of this flashing is intact,
growing vegetation has displaced flashing on the west roof near the south extent. Repairing this
flashing will prevent water entry at this location.
Figure 21
A view of flashing which has been displaced by
vegetation.
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Chapel Roof
The chapel roof has steep gables over the windows, protected by roofing slates. An area of
missing slates is present on one of the gables. Installation of repair slates will prevent water
entry.
Figure 22
A view of missing slates on the chapel roof.

GUTTERS AND DOWNSPOUTS

Main Roof
The recessed gutters at the base of the nave roof are a soldered sheet metal with expansion joints.
RBA is unable to determine if these gutters currently leak, but stained areas on the east elevation
are characteristic of constant water infiltration. Degradation of the plaster vaults adjacent to these
gutters also points to consistent leaks in the past. In addition, a downspout was observed to have
fallen away and is resting on the east aisle roof. Maintenance of gutters and downspouts is
critical to avoid damage to both exterior and interior building elements.
Figure 23
A view of the west gutter on the nave roof.
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Figure 24
A view of stained masonry consistent with
water leakage (left) and a missing downspout
(right).

TOWERS
Observations were only made in the west tower. Wood stairs lead to the open belfry immediately
underneath the spires of the towers. The floors of the landings have trap doors in the center to
permit hoisting bells into the belfry. No moisture damage to the wood structure was observed,
although wood was stained where it rested on masonry walls.
Figure 25
A view an intermediate floor in the west tower.
Note the framing which surrounds a trap door
that can be opened to hoist up bells.

The belfry level originally had lead sheets to waterproof the floor of the open belfry.
Waterproofing must be installed at this level to prevent water entry into the towers and masonry
below. The wood deck of the belfry level has not significantly deteriorated.
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Figure 26
A view of the belfry floor.

The spire framing is in relatively good condition. No signs of dry rot or fungus growth was
observed from the vantage point of the belfry level. It is assumed that the open condition of the
spire rapidly dries out wood members wetted during rains. The wood framing of the spire is
anchored to the masonry tower below with iron tie rods.
Figure 27
A view of the spire framing in the west tower.
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There has been significant loss of copper shingles from the spires. Shingles must be replaced to
protect the integrity of the wood spire faming.
Figure 28
A view of the west spire.

Each tower has a series of finials surrounding the spires. The masonry supports for these finials
are at the belfry level of the towers. This masonry has been exposed to weathering and the mortar
joints are typically in poor condition. These mortar joints should be repointed. In addition,
vertical cracks in the towers centered above the windows on the east elevation should be
repointed.
Figure 29
A view of masonry at the belfry level.
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PLASTER VAULTS
The plaster vaults were installed on an armature of expanded metal lath and curved steel sections.
The plaster vaults over the nave are largely intact, with damage primarily observed where the
vaults meet the nave walls. White plaster is visible were the gypsum expanded when wet and
flaked off the paint and soot.
Figure 30
A view of nave plaster vaults. Note the white
plaster at the springing where moisture has
damaged the vaults.

In contrast, the vaults above the aisles, especially above the west aisle, are completely gone in
several bays. The steel armature remains, but the plaster has fallen and the metal lath corroded.
The concrete roof structure can be seen above the vault remnants.
Figure 31
A detail showing the west aisle plaster vault
remnants and the concrete roof structure
above.

STONE COLUMNS
The stone columns are in generally good condition (discounting the defacement with spray paint).
However, a column of the east colonnade has surface spalling due to the heat of the fire. The
spalling is relatively shallow and does not reduce the section of the column in the region where
buckling is a concern. No repairs are recommended to the stone columns.
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Figure 32
A detail showing a column on the east
colonnade with the surface spalled by the heat
of a fire.

NAVE FLOOR
The nave floor is supported on steel beams running north-south from pier to pier and down the
center of the nave. These steel beams support wood 2x12 joists topped with subflooring and
finish flooring. The finish flooring is missing and /or buckled over most of the nave and will have
to be replaced. Away from the area of fire damage the subflooring and wood structure is in good
condition. Approximately ten percent of the floor structure has been damaged by fire and will
require replacement.

Figure 33
A view a steel beam in the crawl space under
the nave. A supporting pier is just visible to
the right.
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The steel beams are typically covered with surface rust but little section loss was observed.
However, where steel beams are cast into concrete which readily wicks up moisture from the
ground, corrosion of the steel is visible. Beams should be surveyed to and measured to determine
how much of the steel section has been lost to corrosion.
Figure 34
A view of a steel beam where it is cast into
concrete at a supporting pier. The upper
flange has significantly corroded and
delaminated.

STAIR AND ORGAN LOFT
The stair leading to the organ loft in the east tower has been heavily damaged. Deflections were
not observed when walking on the organ loft floor. While determination of its capacity will
require removal of flooring in order to examine the supporting structure, nothing was observed
that indicates major faults with the loft structure. Installation of a locking door in the stair
vestibule will cordon off the organ loft.
Figure 35
A view of the stair leading to the organ loft.
Note the broken rail and balusters.

CHIMNEY
A clay masonry chimney is located behind the apse. It appears to have been a later addition,
replacing the brick chimney which is built into the apse wall. The mortar joints in the upper
courses of the clay masonry chimney are significantly eroded. It is unlikely that the chimney
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would be of use in a future heating system, due to changed venting requirements for high
efficiency furnaces. This chimney should be removed to eliminate future hazard as the masonry
continues to deteriorate. Since demolition costs will be a part of the project whether or not the
church is retained, costs for demolition of the clay masonry chimney will not be included in cost
estimates.
Figure 36
A detail of the original brick chimney built into
the apse wall (left) and the newer chimney
(right).

DISCUSSION
STONE FOUNDATION
The foundation is in generally good condition. Openings to the crawl space should be covered to
prevent entry by vandals but ventilation of the crawl space should be preserved.
Vented crawl space covers ..........................................................................................$3,000
NAVE AND AISLE WALLS
The cement render should be removed from walls where it has delaminated from the brick
substrate. Where gutters or flashing has failed, brick mortar joints are highly weathered and
permit excess water to enter the masonry.
It appears that the cement parging was applied to the brick walls to correct weathered mortar
joints. Where the parging is removed from the brick, the exposed mortar joints have a fractured
surface. The most sound mortar joints have a tooled and compacted surface which reduces the
quantity of moisture absorbed by the system. While the fractured mortar surface is not optimal,
repointing these mortar joints is a lower priority than other repairs on the building. Hands on
inspection of wall surfaces was only possible on the west clerestory and at the base of the walls.
Based on those observations, the condition of inaccessible walls was extrapolated from telephoto
images.
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Observed cracks in the walls do not have out-of-plane movement. Most of these cracks are
essentially expansion joints, and do not indicate structural failure. Cracked mortar joints should
be repointed and damaged brick replaced.
Repointing west elevation .........................................................................................$24,000
Repointing east elevation ..........................................................................................$12,000
Repointing apse ...........................................................................................................$7,000
Repointing towers .......................................................................................................$5,000
Rebuilding damaged doors and ground level windows ............................................$10,000
WINDOWS
The stained glass windows have significant vandalism damage. Given the age of the windows,
restoration and renewal of the lead cames which hold the glass pieces in place is warranted. In
consultation with the Pittsburgh Stained Glass Studios, they suggest that spot repairs on stained
glass windows with this many years of service life is not cost effective. It is recommended that an
outside protective glazing be installed in the near term and look at stained glass restoration when
funding can be secured. They are familiar with the windows which they understand were
fabricated by Franz Mayer and Company based in Munich but with an office in New York in the
late 19th century.
Pieces of glass are held in flexible strips of lead, called cames. The lead oxidizes over time and
the general rule of thumb is that stained glass windows have to be re-leaded every 150 years.
They apparently have about 130 years of service, with many of those years in a highly polluted
environment when steel production was active in the Pittsburgh region. Protective glazing over
sound stained glass windows should be vented to prevent condensation from accelerating the
oxidation of the lead cames. However, since the stained glass has multiple holes and breaks,
sealed glazing is warranted, especially with a building that will have limited occupancy and
heating. It would be possible to installed vented protective glazing with vents temporarily sealed
until proper repairs can be implemented.
Protective glazing on the east aisle and clerestory windows is in fair condition. It is assumed that
this protective glazing can be used with a limited number of repairs in the short term. The
condition of the smaller stained glass windows in the towers is largely unknown because they
have been covered with wood paneling. The condition of the exposed windows has been
extrapolated in order to develop an estimate of cost. It is noted that costs can vary significantly
depending upon the windows details. A qualified stained glass studio should be engaged to
narrow down the costs in the future.
East elevation windows, repairing existing protective glazing .................................$11,000
West elevation windows with new protective glazing ..............................................$90,000
Miscellaneous windows ............................................................................................$10,000
AISLE ROOF STRUCTURE
The eave of the aisle roof has spalling concrete due to corrosion of internal reinforcement. The
exposed edge of the aisle roof should be repaired to prevent continued corrosion.
Aisle roof eave repair of reinforced concrete .............................................................$3,000
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ROOFING
Slate roofing on the nave is in generally good condition. Asphalt shingles over the aisles and
sacristies are in good condition, but the flashing has failed in locations and should be repaired.
The slate roofing over the west chapel has several missing and broken slates. These should be
repaired with new flashing installed against the body of the church.
Aisle roofing repairs ...................................................................................................$1,000
Slate roofing repairs on west chapel ...........................................................................$3,000
GUTTERS AND DOWNSPOUTS
The recessed gutters on the nave roof have failed in the past. Replacement with new copper
gutters is expensive. It is possible to line gutters with a 20 year service life EPDM membrane and
extend the life of the gutter until more durable repairs can be made.
Downspouts are missing on the east clerestory elevation, and the upper downspouts discharge on
to the asphalt shingles. It is better practice to extend the downspout to the lower gutter rather than
prematurely wear out the asphalt shingles by discharging flowing water onto the aisle roof.
Downspouts on the east side of the church terminate about 10 feet above grade, likely to avoid
damage by vandals. When the site has been secured, downspouts should be extended to grade
and water directed away from the building foundation.
Repair downspouts .........................................................................................................$500
Line recessed gutter of nave roof with EPDM membrane ..........................................$8,000
TOWERS
The twin towers have spires with many missing shingles. These shingles will have to be
reinstalled and repaired. While the main structure of the steeple appears to be serviceable, it is
likely that the wood sheathing on the perimeter of the spire has weathered may require some
replacement so that nails holding the copper shingles in place have a good ‘bite’ into the wood. It
is estimated that the spires are about 50 feet high, with the apex approximately 150’ above grade.
Personnel lifts with a 185 feet reach are available for rental in Pittsburgh. Renting a 185 feet lift
is considerably less expensive than scaffolding the towers, and will result in reduced repair costs.
Spires copper shingle replacement............................................................................$37,000
One month rental for 185’ lift ...................................................................................$25,000
Roofing of belfries ......................................................................................................$8,000

PLASTER VAULTS
The plaster vaults are heavily damaged at the intersection with the walls in the nave and above the
west aisle. A ‘pick and clean’ operation should be conducted to remove all loose material from
the vaults and re-fasten any supporting steel elements that may have come loose. A Falcon Spider
lift is a lightweight personnel lift that folds down to fit through doorways and then can be
deployed and reach the vaults. Depending upon the model and required reach, it may be able to
deploy the lift without shoring of the floor due to its light weight. It is anticipated that, initially,
no repairs to plaster vaults will be done beyond securing any loose items encountered.
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Pick and clean plaster vaults .......................................................................................$5,000

FLOOR
The finished flooring of the church is damaged and will have to be completely removed. Costs
for repair only include installation of new underlayment. The subfloor is in generally good
condition, except where fire has damaged it. These areas of fire-damaged subflooring will need
to be replaced. The 2x12 wood joists are in generally good condition where visible, except for
areas of fire damage. The steel beams which support the wood joists show various levels of
corrosion, especially near the concrete supports where ground water has wicked up through the
concrete and accelerated corrosion. A survey of each beam will be required to determine the
capacity of the existing floor. Areas of significant corrosion identified in the survey can be
measured by an ultrasonic thickness gauge and the capacity calculated. It is anticipated that if a
repair is required, the most economical repair would be to install a new pier to support at the
midspan of the steel beam. For initial budgetary purposes it is recommended that ten repairs be
anticipated. This quantity may change with a survey of the steel beams.
Install new underlayment ..........................................................................................$62,000
Repair fire damage in floor .......................................................................................$24,000
Shore steel beams (estimated—study recommended) ................................................$5,000
ORGAN LOFT AND STAIRS
A visual survey of the organ loft cannot determine its load capacity. However, it is a simple
matter to lock the vestibule leading to the stair and loft and postpone its use until there is
sufficient budget to conduct the study. It is presumed that the organ loft structure will be studied
by removing flooring in the loft and measuring structural members from above.
Secure access with locking door .................................................................................$1,000

LIMITATIONS
The cost estimates listed above are based on a visual assessment of the building fabric. Not all
areas of the church were accessible, and so conditions in unobserved areas were extrapolated from
areas open to hands-on assessment. Cost estimates were developed taking typical construction
costs and adjusting them to account for difficult access and other factors. These estimates are a
first pass and based on limited information. As plans are developed in greater detail, qualified
contractors can provide cost estimates with greater precision.

SUMMARY
The foundation and masonry walls of the Saints Peter & Paul church are generally sound. Water
infiltration at the nave roof recessed gutter level and aisle roofs has damaged plaster vaulting.
Removal of copper shingles from the timber spires has the potential to cause fungal degradation
of framing timbers, but visual observation from the belfry level does not indicate such damage.
However, repairs should be implemented to protect these features. Stained glass has been
damaged by vandals, and based on the age of the windows, they are due for a major restoration
campaign. Installation of new protective glazing and/or repair of existing protective glazing will
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maintain the windows in their current condition until funds can be raised for a complete
restoration.
Recommended repairs total $354,500. Many of the repairs reduce water infiltration and will
prevent continued degradation of the building fabric. ELDI is encouraged to contact qualified
contractors to develop more precise cost estimates based on hands-survey of respective building
elements as re-use plans proceed.

CLOSING
It has been our pleasure to provide you with this assessment of the Saints Peter & Paul Church.
Please call if you have any questions relative to this report.
Sincerely,

Elwin C. Robison, P.E. (Pennsylvania)

This document contains an electronicallyapplied seal, authorized by Elwin C. Robison,
Pennsylvania P.E. 054245E, on October 12, 2020.

